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“Bob’s Email”
“[Maryann’s Ex-Husband]”
Sunday, June 26, 2005, 1:20 PM
Update

Hi, [Ex-husband],
During the past week something completely unexpected and incredible has happened in my life. [Maryann] and
I have been in direct contact, we have gotten back together, I’ve left my wife, [Maryann’s] been here for the
past few days, and we’re engaged. We picked up the ring two nights ago, and she’s been wearing it ever since.
I didn’t know how to tell you this, other than directly. I’m sure that it comes as a complete surprise to you, just
as it has to [Maryann] and me for different reasons than yours. Frankly, I have never stopped thinking about,
loving and missing [Maryann] during the past two years, which have been pure hell for both of us, as she and I
now realize. In a way, the communications among you, [Maryann’s In-law] and me seem to have actually
served as a catalyst to the ability and desire of [Maryann] and me to reunite. My communications with persons
such as [man Maryann dated in college] have actually been very laudatory as to [Maryann]. She and I are like
two peas in a pod, and I frankly have struggled with and discounted much of what has happened or been alleged
about her past. I just feel truly, that I know [Maryann] and the person she really is—she’s frankly, my alter ego.
I want you to know that you can feel confident that your children will continue to know their father despite the
fact that they will have me as a stepfather. They are beautiful kids whom I also love and plan to dedicate a
significant part of my life to.
Best,
Bob
Robert M.A. Nadeau, Esq.
Nadeau & Associates, P.A.
Four Oaks Professional Park
Route 1, Unit 4A
Wells, ME 04090

